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 19. Nov. 2023 
Dear Scouts and Guides,  

Do you love meeting scouts from different countries? You would like to get to know German Scouting 
culture? In this case, you are warmly invited to be part of a German scout camp and to join our next 
Withsun camp from 17.05.2024 to 21.05.2024! We are the Lower Saxony regional association of the 
Bund der Pfadfinderinnen und Pfadfinder (BdP). With the camp motto “Drunter und drüber” (which is 
a German way to say “chaotic”, but in a very cute way) we will gather for four days to play, sing, be 
creative, and have a good time together. 

As international guests, you will be paired with a German host group to spend the camp with. After the 
camp, there will be one extra day with your host group to explore their hometown and for example 
have a homestay for one night. There is also the possibility to extend the stay in Germany for a few 
more days. The languages during the camp will be mainly German and English. There is the possibility 
to receive government-funding which would cover the camp fee, food and any extra activities. You 
would only have to pay for the travel costs. To access funding, it is important to sign up for the camp 
until 15.01.2024 the latest. Get into contact with our international team to learn more about funding 

opportunities. 

 

The most important facts at a glance:  

When? 17.05.2024 - 21.05.2024 

Where? Almke Jugendzeltplatz, Volkmarsdorfer Straße 100 in 38446 Wolfsburg in Lower Saxony, 

Germany 

Who? Groups aged 10 to 16 years and their leaders; the scouts should be able to communicate in basic 

English. 

Costs? If you register before 15.01.2024 there is the possibility to cover the stay at the camp with 

government money. You would only have to cover your travel costs. To learn more about funding 
opportunities please get in touch!  

 

If you are interested in participating with your group or have any questions, do not hesitate to get in 
touch with Zoe, who is our Regional International Commissioner. You can reach her by email at 
zoe.pasch@nds.pfadfinden.de or by phone at +49  1605913432. See you at the Camp! 

All the best and Gut Pfad 

Zoe and the BdP Lower Saxony regional association 
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